PALAZZO
CA’ ZANARDI
VENICE
Palazzo Ca' Zanardi (Cannaregio 4132, Venice) is a residential palace dating back to the 16th century which, over the centuries, has been added on to by various noble Venetian families and is one of the most evocative and beautiful palaces in the city of Venice.

Sumptuous and possessing particular charm, Ca’ Zanardi is located in a most peaceful setting and has its own delightful private garden as well as a magnificent terrace full of sun and colours.

Ca’ Zanardi is located close to the Ca’ D’Oro, the splendid 15th century gothic palace along the Grand Canal. It is easily reachable by foot, after a two minute walk from the Ca’ D’Oro water bus stop, or by boat using the palazzo's private pier positioned along the fetching Santa Caterina canal.

The refined elegance of the palazzo’s halls and common areas and the delicacy of its original 16th century furnishings create a fascinating setting.
PALAZZO CA’ ZANARDI OUTDOOR
PALAZZO CA’ ZANARDI EXHIBITIONS
EXHIBITIONS SPACES

**GROUND FLOOR**

1. Main Hall
   Solo/Group Exhibitions
   145 sqmt

2. Exhibition room
   Solo/Group Exhibitions
   30 sqmt

3. Courtyard

**FIRST FLOOR**

4. Piano Nobile
   Solo/Group Exhibitions
   97 sqmt

5. Cinema room
   Solo/Group Exhibitions
   50 sqmt

6. Exhibition room
   Solo/Group Exhibitions
   56 sqmt

7. Exhibition room
   Solo/Group Exhibitions
   26 sqmt

8. Terrace
   102 sqmt

**SECOND FLOOR**

9. Exhibition room
   Solo/Group Exhibitions
   46 sqmt
ITS LIQUID GROUP (www.itsliquid.com) is a web based information platform dedicated
to worldwide distribution of information about calls for entries, exhibitions and events
in some of the world’s leading art galleries, museums and foundations selected, about
architecture, design and fashion. Founded in 2001 by Luca Curci, ITS LIQUID has
already built a readership of more than 200,000 qualified subscribers.

Among them architects, designers, artists, collectors, art critics, curators, dealers, and
other personalities of the international art, architecture and design world. It provides
press office services, e-mail marketing, media marketing and social media marketing
services.

ITS LIQUID GROUP includes a section dedicated to international art events’
organization that manages exhibitions of photography, video art, installation and
painting; it organizes solo and collective shows, art residencies and international
contest. Its object is to use new technologies to globalize the language of art, to
connect artists working in every part of the world. Since its beginning, the group has
organized more than 150 events all around the world, involving more than 5,000 artists,
in more than 60 international venues in Mexico, Poland, Turkey, Argentina, Canada, Italy,
Australia, USA, Portugal, Colombia, Croatia, Greece, India, etc. Most of the last events
have been realized in museums (CCCB - Centre de Cultura Contemporània de Barcelona
in Spain, NCCA - National Center for Contemporary Arts in Moscow, etc.), galleries and
private foundations.
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